STUDIO LIST

4TH FLOOR PRODUCTIONS, INC. *

6 POINT 2 (6 POINT HARNESS)
(323) 462-3344
info@sixpointharness.com
http://www.sixpointharness.com/

ABC STUDIOS *
Disney Television Animation affiliate

ADELAIDE PRODUCTIONS, INC. *

ALIEN ANIMATION LLC
(SHADOWMACHINE)
(323) 466-7388
contact@shadowmachine.com
http://www.shadowmachine.com/

AMAZON STUDIOS *

ANIMATED ARK, LLC *

ANIMATED PRODUCTIONS INC.
Paramount affiliate
(323) 956-1777
animation_careers@paramount.com
https://paramount-viacom.icims.com/

BENTO BOX ENTERTAINMENT
(818) 333-7700
info@bentoboxent.com
http://www.bentoboxent.com/

BOX OFFICE ANIMATION, INC. *
Turner 1050 Prds., Inc. affiliate

BUREAU OF MAGIC, LLC
(323) 662-2115
info@bureaubofmagic.com
https://www.bureaubofmagic.com/

CARTOON NETWORK STUDIOS
(818) 729-4000
cntalent@turner.com
https://www.cartoonnetworkstudios.com/

COLUMBIA PICTURES INDUSTRIES, INC. *

CRANETOWN MEDIA, LLC *

CRD PRODUCTIONS, INC. *

CREST ANIMATION PRODUCTIONS
(818) 846-0166

DISNEY TELEVISION ANIMATION
(818) 560-1000
http://dtvatalent.disney.com/

DREAMWORKS ANIMATION LLC
(NBC UNI)
(818) 695-5000
http://www.dreamworksanimation.com/

DREAMWORKS ANIMATION TELEVISION, INC. (NBC UNI)
(818) 695-2300
http://www.dreamworksanimation.com/

EXTINCT PRODUCTIONS, LLC *

EYE ANIMATION PRODUCTIONS INC *

FOX ANIMATION LOS ANGELES *

FOX TV ANIMATION
(323) 857-8800
animation.resumes@tvbyfox.com

HASBRO STUDIOS
(818) 478-4320
https://www.hasbro.com/en-us

HB WINK PRODUCTIONS *

KATY MAC SESSION PRODUCTIONS INC
Disney Television Animation affiliate

LEON ANIMATION LLC *

MARVEL ANIMATION INC.
http://marvel.com/

MARVEL ANIMATION STUDIO LLC
http://marvel.com/

METRO-GOLDSWY-MAYER ANIMATION INC. *

MUDDY WATER ENTERTAINMENT, INC.
Fox affiliate

MY LITTLE PONY G5 PRODUCTIONS LLC
Hasbro Studios affiliate

MY LITTLE PONY PRODUCTIONS LLC
Hasbro Studios affiliate

NICKELODEON ANIMATION
(818) 736-3000
https://www.nickanimation.com/

NGP HOLDING, INC. *

OBELISK PRODUCTIONS, INC.
Disney Television Animation affiliate

ORIGINAL FORCE 3D ANIMATION
(310) 876-0888
http://www.of3d.com/en/

PARTICKS ROAD PRODUCTIONS II, INC. *
Disney Television Animation affiliate

PEARL STUDIO, LLC
http://www.pearlstudio.com

PICROW, INC.
https://www.picrow.com

POUR ANIMER, LLC *

THE ANIMATION GUILD, LOCAL 839 IATSE
1105 N. Hollywood Way, Burbank, CA 91505 ♦ (818) 845-7500 ♦ animationguild.org

Follow us on

@animationguild
Wondering about an employer you don't see listed? Give us a call at (818) 845-7500. We encourage anyone working for a non-Guild animation company to contact the Guild office to sign a representation card. A representation card will show us that you wish to have The Animation Guild serve as your collective bargaining representative in signing a Guild contract. At no time will the employer be notified that you have signed this card. When sufficient representation cards have been received, The Animation Guild will start proceedings to sign your employer to a Guild contract.

POWERHAUS ANIMATION, LLC
http://www.powerhouseanimation.com/

PUNY, LLC
play@punyentertainment.com
http://punyentertainment.com/

RICK AND MORTY, LLC *

ROBIN RED BREASt (TITMOUSE)
(323) 466-7800
jobs@titmouse.net
https://titmouse.net/

ROBIN SUE PRODUCTIONS
jobs@frederator.com
http://frederatorstudios.com/

ROUGH DRAFT STUDIOS, INC.
http://www.roughdraftstudios.com/

RUTHERFORD BENCH PRODUCTIONS, INC
Disney Television Animation affiliate

SBI MEDIA LLC (STARBURNS) *

SKYDANCE ANIMATION, LLC *
http://skydancemedia/about/

SNAPSHOT ENTERPRISES, LLC
https://www.activisionblizzard.com/

SONY PICTURES ANIMATION
(310) 244-4000
http://www.sonypicturesanimation.com/

SPASH HAPPY ANIMATION, LLC
https://www.animallogic.com/

STREETLIGHT PRODUCTIONS
(818) 846-0166

STX ANIMATION
https://www.stxentertainment.com/

TOEI DOGA PRODUCTIONS, LLC
http://corp.toei-anim.co.jp/en/

TOM T. ANIMATION, INC.
(310) 317-8668
tomt@g7animation.com
http://www.g7animation.com/

THE SECRET LAB
Walt Disney Anim. Studios affiliate

TURNER 1050 PRODUCTIONS, INC *

UNIVERSAL ANIMATION STUDIOS LLC *
Universal City Studios affiliate

UNIVERSAL CITY STUDIOS LLC
http://www.nbcuniversal.com/

VILTRUMITE PANTS, LLC *

WALT DISNEY ANIMATION STUDIOS
https://www.disneyanimation.com/

WARNER ANIMATION GROUP *

WARNER BROS. ANIMATION
(818) 954-5400
wbarecruiting@warnerbros.com
https://www.warnerbros.com/

WARNER SPECIALTY PRODUCTIONS INC.
Warner Bros. Animation affiliate

WILD CANARY ANIMATION
(818) 953-9600
jobs@wildcanary.com
http://www.wildcanary.com/

WOODRIDGE PRODUCTIONS LLC
Hasbro Studios affiliate

ZAMODO, LLC (ODDBOT)
(323) 258-8593
http://www.oddbot.net/

*No contact information available.
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